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Abstract: Securing data against illegal access is crucial in today's digital world. Authorization mechanisms serve as gatekeepers, 

determining who can view, modify, or use software resources. These mechanisms restrict access to ensure that only authorized users can 

access specific resources, thereby protecting the integrity and safety of those resources. While the principle of least privilege is a widely 

accepted approach to implement access control, the choice of access control or authorization mechanisms depends on several factors, 

particularly on the access patterns of different users. This paper is written in such a way that it provides a comprehensive overview of 

authorization mechanisms, covering conventional methods such as Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control 

(MAC), and Role - Based Access Control (RBAC) along with advanced methods like Attribute - Based Access Control (ABAC) and Policy 

- Based Access Control (PBAC). Each of these mechanisms are detailed individually and compared together towards the end. This paper 

also highlights few emerging trends and new developments in authorization. This analysis aims advise about the best ways of securing 

information.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Protection of sensitive information is important in the modern 

digital space. Personal records, financial data and intellectual 

property are among the private things hosted on cloud 

software and internal databases. But this interconnection also 

means that there is a higher risk of unauthorized entry. 

Therefore, strong mechanisms for controlling access should 

be put in place to protect such resources, these mechanisms 

govern which users, processes or systems can make access 

decisions over them.  

 

Authorization ensures that specific resources can only be 

accessed by allowed persons. The principle of least privilege 

is based on granting individuals just enough rights required 

for their work performance during an identification process. 

Though it may seem difficult to implement this is 

fundamental to effective access control.  

 

2. Differentiating Authorization and 

Authentication 
 

Authentication is often used interchangeably with 

authorization therefore before we talk about various forms of 

authorizations let me differentiate between the two terms. 

Authentication verifies a user's identity. It confirms whether 

someone is who they claim to be. Common authentication 

methods include usernames and passwords, multi - factor 

authentication (MFA), and biometrics. Authorization on the 

other hand determines what a user can do after authentication. 

Even if a user successfully authenticates, authorization 

dictates the specific actions they are authorized to perform 

within the software resource. To put it to simple words, while 

authentication answers the question, "Who are you?" access 

control answers, "What are you allowed to do?" [1 - 2] 

 

 

 

 

3. Authorization Mechanisms: From 

Traditional to Advanced 
 

In the current age of digital information, it is very important 

to ensure that proper access control mechanisms are 

implemented when dealing with sensitive information to 

maintain system integrity. Effective authorization 

mechanisms play a crucial role in this process by ensuring that 

only authorized users can access specific resources. Access 

control (AC) is one of the best approaches that is used to 

secure the information from inside and outside attacks of the 

organization and decisions of granting and revoking access to 

any user. The access control gives access to those who are 

authorized to organizations, i. e., persons, processes, and 

systems. The models for controlling access define how it 

works including security policies but first they come up with 

these models considering what they want to achieve in their 

establishment or company setting. First, we will be looking at 

traditional Authorization mechanisms then later move onto 

new ones that have been developed recently 

 

3.1 Traditional Access control Mechanisms 

 

3.1.1 Discretionary Access Control (DAC):  

This approach is based on users and permits resource owners 

to select who can access their data. This is like setting 

permissions on folders in your operating system. In DAC, 

data owners have all rights to control the access depending on 

the user identities and predefined policies which means that 

they may give or take away access as necessary. The main 

component of DAC is the Access Control List (ACL). ACL 

is a list showing which users have rights to an object and what 

actions they can do with it. It lists people together with their 

associated powers thereby making it possible for owners 

either to allow or deny access explicitly to persons or groups 

of people. While DAC offers flexibility and customization, it 

can potentially pose security risks if ownership is not 

carefully managed. Since access decisions heavily depend on 

user’s discretion, there is a possibility of granting excessive 
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privileges or failing to revoke access, when necessary, which 

could compromise data security [3, 4, 5].  

 

DAC commonly used within corporate environment where 

data and resource access need to be flexible and adaptable to 

different users' needs. A real - life example can be found in a 

typical file - sharing systems like Microsoft SharePoint or 

Google Drive. In such an environment, the data owner or 

creator of a document, such as a project manager, has the 

discretion to set access permissions for other users. For 

instance, when creating a project plan document on Google 

Drive, the project manager can choose who within the 

organization can view or edit the document by sharing it with 

specific colleagues and assigning them roles like viewer, 

commenter, or editor. This flexibility allows the project 

manager to grant or revoke access as the project progresses, 

adapting to changing team structures and roles. If a new team 

member joins the project, the manager can easily grant them 

access to relevant documents. Conversely, if someone leaves 

the project, their access can be promptly revoked.  

 

The discretionary nature of DAC supports dynamic and 

collaborative working environment as it is based on 

immediate needs and trust levels. Hence, organizations that 

want to strike a balance between implementing security 

measures and operational flexibility should use the DAC 

approach as it allows for access decisions made individually 

per case.  

 

3.1.2 Mandatory Access Control (MAC):  

MAC is a security model that imposes predetermined security 

policies on users, resources and security labels. This 

methodology is often applied in regulated environments with 

very strict security standards like government agencies or 

military operations. While it offers robust security, MAC may 

limit flexibility due to its rigidity. In contrast to Discretionary 

Access Control (DAC), where discretionary control over 

access permissions is vested in owners of the resource, MAC 

enforces centrally defined access policies by a trusted 

authority. MAC systems are not quite flexible because its 

configuration does not allow end - users to change their own 

access controls; that said MAC is regarded as one of the most 

secure systems available today. Determining access rights 

typically follows a hierarchical model based on information 

clearance and classification levels. In a MAC system, 

individual users have different levels of access privileges 

assigned while the data objects (resources) are allocated 

various labels such as Public, Confidential, Secret or Top 

Secret. Users can only gain access to those resources whose 

security labels are equal to their order in the user hierarchy or 

lower than their level in the tree structure they belong to. This 

ensures that unauthorized persons within an organization 

cannot have unauthorized access to sensitive information [4].  

 

This is mostly seen in government agencies that handle 

classified information. MAC plays a vital role in ensuring 

safety measures are always adhered to. Employees possess 

different clearances ranging from public to top secret. 

Accordingly, both users and data receive specific security 

labels from the agency assigning them such status in relation 

to each other respectively. For instance, if an employee has 

"confidential" clearance he/she can only view public and 

confidential documents but an employee with "secret" 

clearance will be able to view secret files plus those below it 

and this goes on till we reach top - secret which only particular 

authorized persons can be permitted into viewing them. A top 

- secret document cannot be accessed by someone without top 

- secret clearance. Consequently, the operating system 

enforces this regime under the ambit of a centralized security 

authority, which means users don’t have the privilege of 

modifying their access rights. When an intelligence analyst 

who has secret clearance tries to get to a report tagged “top - 

secret” he will be blocked by the MAC system as per its pre - 

set security policy. This way MAC prevents unauthorized 

access and potential leaks of sensitive information, 

maintaining strict and consistent security protocols across the 

organization.  

 

Although MAC offers strong security, it can be rigid and 

difficult to manage. Permissions are managed by an 

administrator, who is responsible for controlling access rights 

in a manner that adheres to best practices. Depending on the 

size of the system, this situation may worsen with scale, 

rendering MAC systems is expensive in terms of both cost 

and time due to their reliance on trusted components. 

However, in environments where security is a crucial aspect, 

such as military and government systems, MAC's stringent 

access control is often a necessary trade - off for maintaining 

the utmost confidentiality and integrity of sensitive 

information.  

 

3.1.3 Role - Based Access Control (RBAC):  

RBAC is a security approach that authorizes and restricts 

system access based on users' roles within an organization. 

Traditional models focus on granting permissions directly to 

the users whereas RBAC arranges permissions into roles and 

then assigns them to users based on their job titles. When 

implemented, this approach ensures that people can only 

access applications and data which are required for their tasks 

thus minimizing unauthorized intrusion into sensitive 

information. The RBAC model is centered on five main 

components: objects (data objects, applications or other 

software resources), actions (create, read, update, delete), 

permissions (combinations of objects and actions), roles and 

finally users. Roles are like containers of various privileges 

while job descriptions assign the different roles to each user. 

For example, the role “Manager” may have all authorizations 

needed for one to do his or her work including accessing 

certain employee documents, approving requests or 

generating reports. Once assigned to users, these permissions 

in those roles enable them to carry out necessary operations 

on respective items without much hassle. In addition to 

restricting entry rights, RBAC also specifies how data is 

accessed through permissions such as read - only or read/write 

authorization which does not allow execution of commands 

and deletion of information by the user in question. RBAC 

implements least privilege by interposing between a user’s 

access request and permissions thereby enhancing security 

over Discretionary Access Control (DAC). Moreover, this 

system mitigates security challenges including Trojan horse 

attacks by eliminating owner rights over resources. [4, 5, 6].  

 

Organizations with RBAC can simplify access management, 

enhance security and assign permissions to roles rather than 

individuals. For example, in an IT department of any 

company, there are various roles defined like IT 
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administrator, help desk technician and a network engineer 

with specific access levels. All systems can be managed by 

configuring servers while the user account management tools 

can only be accessed by Help Desk Technician for 

troubleshooting. Similarly, Network Engineer watches over 

the network infrastructure but does not have access to user 

details. By doing so, the predefined roles are allocated to 

employees which ensures that everyone is restricted to access 

only relevant information or tools required in executing 

his/her duties. Hence unauthorized entry into sensitive zones 

is prevented. This approach makes it easier to adhere by 

security policies; it also reduces administrative burdens and 

minimizes risks such as data breach or abuse of privileges that 

make RBAC a viable access control solution for organizations 

operating in different sectors and sizes.  

 

System administrators can get overwhelmed with the 

administrative tasks that come with implementing RBAC, 

particularly as organizations grow larger. Permissions 

definition, assignment of roles and permissions, and 

designing of roles can be more difficult as these processes 

tend to become more time - consuming, intricate and therefore 

requiring careful handling and updating. Furthermore, it has 

been suggested by some researchers in their articles that this 

model might conflict with NIST policy on Separation of 

Duties (SOD) [7]. This principle aims at allocating duties and 

associated rights to multiple users so that no one person can 

commit fraud or abuse unless conspiring with another insider. 

Nonetheless RBAC continues to be a prevalent access control 

model mainly used in big organizations where data security 

and regulatory compliance require fine - grained control over 

operations to satisfy separation of duties requirement.  

 

3.2 Advanced Access control Mechanisms 

 

3.2.1 Attribute - Based Access Control (ABAC)  

ABAC is a dynamic and flexible access control model that 

makes authorization decisions based on attributes associated 

with users, resources, and environmental conditions. ABAC 

unlike Role - Based Access Control model which use 

predefined roles allows for fine - grained control by checking 

a set of attributes and rules against access requests. In an 

ABAC system, policies govern access decisions by defining 

Boolean logic rules composed of attributes assigned by 

attribute authorities. User attributes include such things as 

identity, citizenship or location, resource properties include 

data classification, while environmental conditions relate to 

IP address or time of day. If the specified rules match the 

given values for these attributes, then the access is granted 

else the access is. The advantage here is that it can be used to 

make automatic and dynamic decisions about granting access 

based on changing attribute values in a user’s identity. Such 

behavior answers some limitations of RBAC whereby rights 

are static and may only be changed after roles are manually 

modified. Access control decisions, in ABAC, change 

dynamically as attributes or conditions change to ensure that 

they adapt accordingly. This improves the system’s ability to 

meet changing security requirements and environments, 

making it more responsive and situational aware in terms of 

security posture [4, 5, 8].  

 

Here is the real - life example of Attribute - based Access 

Control (ABAC) in online banking, financial industry: A 

large bank uses ABAC to control access to their online 

banking system based on attributes of users (role, clearance 

level), resources (account info, loan docs), actions (view, 

transfer, approve), and environment (time, location, device 

security). Policies define rules like customers can only view 

their own accounts but initiate transfers under $5, 000, 

customer reps can view assigned customers' info but not make 

transactions. Loan officers access loan docs for managed 

customers, and IT staff get system access but not financial 

data. Sensitive info is restricted to business hours and the bank 

network unless accessed via secure VPN. Now, when a 

customer like John Doe tries to transfer $10, 000, the system 

evaluates his user attributes as a customer against the transfer 

amount, time and other environmental attributes and limits 

the transfer limit to 5k. It then requires multi - factor 

authentication before allowing the transfer, per policy. ABAC 

thus provides dynamic, granular and flexible control based to 

enhance security and meet compliance needs for the online 

banking system.  

 

Implementing and managing ABAC can be complex 

especially when the number of attributes and rules increase. It 

is challenging to define and maintain attribute authorities, 

design comprehensive attribute sets, or craft intricate policy 

rules, particularly within large organizations that have diverse 

types of resources and access requirements. Despite its 

complexity, ABAC has significant advantages in scenarios 

requiring granular access controls, dynamic security 

enforcement, adaptability to changing situations or user 

contexts. It is well - suited for cloud computing environments 

with a variety of users, distributed resources and complicated 

access needs such as IoT and federated identity management 

systems.  

 

3.2.2 Policy - Based Access Control (PBAC)  

PBAC is a flexible access control model that permits the 

dynamic decision of authorization, driven by some defined 

policies. These policies define rules and conditions for 

granting or denying resource access based on user roles, 

attributes, resource characteristics, and environmental 

context. The constituent elements of PBAC are the policies 

themselves; Policy Decision Point (PDP), which would 

evaluate requests against these policies; Policy Enforcement 

Point (PEP), which would enforce PDP decisions; Policy 

Administration Point (PAP) for managing policies and Policy 

Information Point (PIP) that provides contextual information 

about policy evaluation process. PEP forwards an access 

request to PDP when it arises, where information from PIP is 

retrieved and used to analyze the request against policy rules 

to make allow/deny decision as enforced by PEP. Through 

breaking down static roles or attributes from access decisions 

PBAC allows highly flexible and context - aware access 

controls, which can be ideally tailored to meet any company’s 

security needs. While ABAC provides fine - grained and 

dynamic control by making determinations based on multiple 

attributes, Policy - Based Access Control (PBAC) governs 

access using pre - defined policies. This makes PBAC less 

flexible but simpler to implement and manage [9, 10, 11].  

 

An instance of PBAC could be illustrated through this 

example: Policy - Based Access Control (PBAC) is essential 

in healthcare for controlling access to e - health records and 

providing security for patient’s data. They are based on user 
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roles such as doctors, nurses, etc., data attributes (sensitivity), 

and context information like time and location. For example, 

doctors can have complete access to their assigned patient’s 

full record while nurses have limited access unless authorized 

for sensitive information. Also, it has restricted the 

accessibility during working hours and on the hospital’s 

network with emergency exceptions. These policies must be 

evaluated by a Policy Decision Point when a user requests 

Employee Health Records (EHR) access. Based on the user's 

role, requested data sensitivity, and context, access is granted 

or denied by the Policy Enforcement Point. Through 

implementing attribute - driven policies that are granular in 

nature; the Hospital maintains a balance between data security 

and authorized access thereby preventing only relevant 

employees from accessing patient information as per their 

assignments and clearances.  

 

The static, predefined policies on which PBAC is based make 

it less flexible and adaptable. It also has difficulties in meeting 

complex or dynamic access requirements. The updates 

become long and arduous processes. This rigidity can hinder 

scalability and may not provide the necessary security 

granularity for environments with highly sensitive data.  

 

4. Comparison 

 
Feature DAC MAC RBAC ABAC PBAC 

Controlled by Ownership and Access 

Control Lists 

Security labels and 

Security levels 

Roles that map to 

permissions 

Attributes Policies 

Decision Maker Resource Owner System (Security 

Administrator) 

System (Role based) System (Attribute 

based) 

System (Policy based) 

Flexibility High (Owners can set 

the permissions) 

Low (strictly enforced 

by system) 

Moderate (based on 

predefined roles) 

High (dynamic and 

fine - grained) 

High (flexible and 

adaptable) 

Scalability Limited (difficult to 

manage large ACL’s) 

Limited (complexity 

increases with size) 

Moderate (role 

explosion can be an 

issue) 

High (handles 

complex 

environments well) 

High (designed for 

complex and changing 

environments) 

Used in Small to medium - sized 

organizations 

High - security 

environments 

Medium to large 

organizations 

Dynamic 

environments with 

diverse access needs 

Complex environments 

with diverse and 

changing needs 

Advantages Easy to implement and 

understand 

High security and 

strict control 

Simplifies 

administration 

through roles 

Flexible and adaptive 

to changing 

conditions 

Highly flexible and can 

be tailored to specific 

needs 

Disadvantages Difficult to manage 

permissions in large 

systems 

Rigid and complex to 

manage 

Role explosion and 

maintenance 

Complex to 

implement and 

manage 

Complex policy 

definitions and 

management 

 

5. Best Practices and Challenges 
 

5.1 Best Practices 

 

1) Define Clear Access Control Policies: Establish well - 

defined policies specifying who can access which 

resources and under what conditions. Clear policies are 

essential for effective authorization.  

2) Regularly Review and Update Access Controls: 

Periodically review and update access controls to align 

with evolving organizational needs and security 

requirements.  

3) Implement the Principle of Least Privilege: Ensure 

users have only the minimum access necessary to 

perform their duties, reducing the risk of unauthorized 

access and potential data breaches.  

4) Scalability: Ensure the chosen authorization mechanism 

can scale as the organization grows, accommodating 

more users, resources, and access rules without 

compromising performance or security.  

 

5.2 Common Challenges and Solutions 

 

1) Management Complexity: Advanced mechanisms like 

Attribute - Based Access Control (ABAC) and Policy - 

Based Access Control (PBAC) can be complex to 

manage, especially in large organizations. Simplify 

management with automated tools, regular audits, and 

centralized policy administration.  

2) User Resistance: New access control mechanisms may 

face resistance from users accustomed to existing 

systems. Address concerns, provide training, and 

communicate the benefits to ensure smooth adoption and 

compliance.  

 

6. Emerging Trends in Authorization 
 

Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA)  

ZTA assumes no user or device is trusted by default, requiring 

continuous verification for every access request. It enforces 

least privilege access, granting users only what is necessary 

through Just - In - Time and risk - based policies, while 

dynamically adapting to changing risks. ZTA employs 

contextual access decisions based on user identity, device, 

and location, supported by micro - segmentation to limit 

lateral movement. Continuous monitoring and logging of all 

access requests help detect anomalies and unauthorized 

attempts, making ZTA ideal for secure remote access, cloud 

security, and protecting against insider threats.  

 

ZTA is not commonly used due to its complexity and high 

implementation costs, requiring significant changes to 

existing infrastructure and continuous monitoring systems. 

Organizations face cultural resistance as employees and IT 

teams adapt to increased scrutiny and new access protocols. 

The transition is further hindered by reliance on legacy 

systems, which are often incompatible with ZTA principles, 

and the need for specialized expertise and resources to 

manage the continuous, dynamic risk assessments and policy 

enforcement. Additionally, the implementation process can 

be time - consuming and challenging to integrate with existing 
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systems, leading to slower adoption despite its security 

advantages [12, 13].  

 

7. Conclusion 
 

One of the most significant elements of secure access control 

is effective authorization mechanisms. Although older 

approaches such as RBAC are still pertinent, more 

sophisticated approaches like ABAC and PBAC are making 

it possible to have more flexibility and provide better security. 

As well, emerging trends like Zero Trust are determining 

what authorization will look like in the future. The selection 

of a mechanism is influenced by aspects such as 

organizational size, security requirements, complexity of 

accesses and whether a need for flexibility or granular control 

exists. Frequently, several mechanisms are applied to 

different situations of access control within one environment.  
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